
REAL PROPERTY

By VERNER F. CHAFFIN*

Over seventy cases dealing with a wide variety of real property matters

were handed down by the Georgia appellate courts during the past twelve

months. As might well be expected, most of these were lacking in innova-

tion and involved fairly routine issues easily solved by well-established

principles. These cases have been included, despite their lack of signifi-

cance, in order to present a fairly complete picture of the flow of decisions

from our courts.
No attempt has been made to cover security interests in land, and the

cases dealing with specific performance and rescission of real estate con-

tracts have been given brief treatment in the belief that these subjects can

be more appropriately dealt with under other titles in this survey issue.

Of great potential benefit to the general public was the enactment of

the "Georgia Surface Mining Act of 1968,"' a long-needed statute designed

to conserve and reclaim our natural resources. This legislation is described

in the appropriate section below.

CONDEMNATION

As might be expected, the great majority of the condemnation cases

dealt with the question of damages. In State Highway Department v.

Thomas,2 a portion of the land condemned was currently held by a third

party under a lease from the owner for use as a golf course. The trial

judge charged the jury that it might consider, as elements in determining

the fair market value of the land taken, the fair market value to the owner

and the fair market value of the leasehold interest to the lessee. In up-

holding this charge, the court pointed out that the owners of various in-

terests in the land were entitled to just and adequate compensation for

the value of their respective interests, and that there is no requirement that

the land be valued as the sole property of one owner when it is not in

fact held as an unencumbered whole. The court conceded that the total

compensation under this procedure might exceed the value of the land

itself, but adopted the test of what each owner has lost rather than what
the taker has gained.

A charge by the trial court which in effect directed the jury to award
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"fair market value" as consequential damages to the land not taken was
held to be confusing, misleading, and reversible error in City of Jefferson
v. Maddox.3 The correct charge was held to be the difference, if any, be-
tween the market value of the land not taken before and after the taking of
the portion condemned. The condemnee is also entitled to recover for the
enhancement in value of the land taken resulting from the previously
announced intention of the condemnor to take an area which includes the
subject land.4

It is well-settled that evidence as to comparable values of other tracts of
land in the area is admissible for the purpose of showing the fair market
value of the property sought to be condemned. 5 Such evidence was prop-
erly admitted in Littlejohn v. City Council of Augusta,6 but the trial court
subsequently charged the jury that the testimony as to comparable sales
values could be considered, not as evidence of the market value of the
property condemned "but solely for the purpose of determining how well
qualified the expert witnesses may have been when they gave their opinion
as to the market value of the property in question."7 The court held that
the restriction of the testimony to this limited purpose was error, but the
failure of the condemnee to object precluded arguing the point on appeal.

Miles v. Brown8 reiterated the principle that the condemning authority
has broad discretion as to the necessity for taking private property for
public use, and that the selection of property to be condemned will not be
interfered with by the courts "unless made in bad faith, or capriciously
or wantonly injurious, or in some respect beyond the privilege conferred
by statute or its charter."9

Several questions, mostly procedural in nature, were litigated concern-
ing proceedings under the Special Master Act.10 Pertinent provisions of
this Act require that the award of the special master be paid into the
registry of the court before an order of condemnation is made," and for
an appeal by either party within ten days from the time the award is
filed.' 2 In Arnold v. State Highway Department13 it was held that the
condemnor was not required to pay the award into court within the 10-day
period as a condition precedent to its right of appeal since no property
was or could be "taken" under the special master procedure until pay-
ment was made by the condemnor. The court pointed out that the special
master procedure was a "completely different process" from the award of

3. 116 Ga. App. 51, 156 S.E.2d 553 (1967).
4. City of Douglas v. Rigdon, 116 Ga. App. 306, 157 S.E.2d 66 (1967).
5. Noble v. State Highway Dept., 117 Ga. App. 33, 159 S.E.2d 715 (1967).
6. 115 Ga. App. 646, 155 S.E.2d 711 (1967).
7. Id. at 647, 155 S.E.2d at 712.
8. 223 Ga. 557, 156 S.E.2d 898 (1967).
9. Id. at 559, 156 S.E.2d at 900.

10. GA. CODE ANN. §36-6A (Rev. 1962).
11. GA. CODE ANN. §36-613a (Rev. 1962).
12. GA. CODE ANN. §36-614a (Rev. 1962).
13. 116 Ga. App. 201, 156 S.E.2d 469 (1967).
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compensation by assessors, where the award when filed does result in a

"taking" to which the 10-day period would be applicable.

The Georgia Supreme Court, in City of Gainesville v. Loggins14 re-

versed a prior decision of the 'Georgia Court of Appeals15 holding that a

direct payment by the condemnor to condemnee rendered moot the issues

involved on an appeal from a jury verdict and judgment in favor of the

latter. The Georgia Supreme Court pointed out that payment into the

registry of the court is required as a prerequisite to appeal where there

is no jury verdict and judgment, in order that a proper distribution can

be made to the claimants. But where there is a jury verdict and judgment

in favor of the condemnee, direct payment or tender by the condemnor

to him is proper and does not render the appeal moot.16

ESTATES

In Owens v. Davis'7 the court conceded that there was much confusion

in its decisions concerning the rights of the heirs of a contingent remainder-

man who dies before the time arrives for possession of the estate. The

will left a life estate to W, remainder at her death to the children of

A, and if A dies and leaves no children, to go to the children of B. W

died in 1943; A died in 1964 without having had any children. B had

two children surviving him, X and Y, but X had died in 1937, survived

by her husband and a daughter. The daughter of X sought partition, con-

tending that she and Y now hold as tenants in common.

The court correctly held that X and Y had contingent remainder in-

terests under the will, and that the contingency was as to an event, i.e.,

the death of A without children, rather than as to the person. Such a

contingent remainder is assignable and transmissible, 18 and an undivided

one-half interest in X's "chance" of receiving the estate passed from X

upon her death in 1937 to her daughter, the present plaintiff.
The classic situation of a fee simple subject to complete divestment

by an executory limitation is illustrated by Reynolds v. Rackley.' 9 The

testator devised commercial property to Barbara, his great niece, with the

provision that if Barbara should die without leaving any child, then to

Herman. Barbara died in 1956, survived by a child, Frank, who in turn

died in 1965, survived by a wife and child. The court held in favor of

Frank's wife and son, correctly reasoning that Barbara received a fee

simple subject to total divestment if she should die without leaving any

child surviving her, in which event Herman would take by way of a

14. 224 Ga. 114, 160 S.E.2d 374 (1968).
15. City of Gainesville v. Loggins, 116 Ga. App. 548, 158 S.E.2d 287 (1967).
16. The same result was reached in City of Gainesville v. Chambers, 224 Ga. 117, 160 S.E.2d

377 (1968).
17. 224 Ga. 146, 160 S.E.2d 352 (1968).
18. GA. CODE ANN. §85-704 (Rev. 1955).
19. 223 Ga. 586, 157 S.E.2d 283 (1967).
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shifting executory interest. Since the divesting event did not occur, the
executory limitation to Herman had no effectiveness.

The division of ownership of land between life tenant and remainder-
man often presents the problem of whether the life tenant has encroach-
ment powers and whether acts of waste have been committed. Language
in a will granting the life tenant "full power to manage, govern and
otherwise enjoy . . . until her death" was held insufficient to confer any
right of encroachment in the life tenant upon the corpus of the estate.20

In Fort v. Fort2' the residuary estate was left to executors in trust, net
income to W, and if necessary to encroach upon the estate for her support.
The remainder interest was given to T's sister, who was named co-execu-
trix and co-trustee along with W. The court held that the gift of the net
annual income to W until her death was the equivalent of a life estate,
and that W as life tenant could cut timber in the exerise of good hus-
bandry and retain the proceeds from the sale without the consent of her
co-executrix. By consent of the parties, the only issue submitted to the
jury was whether the life tenant had committed waste. Therefore the court
treated the matter as a legal life estate, and found it unnecessary to dis-
cuss the duties of co-trustees or to rely on the power of encroachment for
necessary support of the income beneficiary.

Several cases reiterated well-established principles concerning the rights
and liabilities of tenants in common. There is no right to partition unless
the property is held under a joint tenancy or a tenancy in common.22

Tenants in common sustain a confidential relationship to each other, and
one may not obtain a quit claim deed from a third party and assert it for
his exclusive benefit, to the prejudice of his co-tenants. 23 A tenant in
common may not sue his co-tenants in ejectment without alleging that
their possession is exclusive and adverse to him, or that he had demanded
possession and this demand had been refused.24

RIGHTS IN LAND

The cases fall generally into the following four categories: restrictive
covenants, easements, surface water, and zoning, and the discussion will
follow this breakdown.

20. Pickett v. First Nat'l Bank of Atlanta, 223 Ga. 507, 156 S.E.2d 438 (1967).
21. 223 Ga. 400, 156 S.E.2d 23 (1967).
22. In Paris v. Clay, 223 Ga. 738, 158 S.E.2d 377 (1967), four separate deeds of gift wereexecuted by four different grantors to be used for school purposes and to "revertback" to the original owners of such tracts upon cessation of such use. The schoolboard, conceding that title had reverted to the donors, claimed ownership of thebuildings and improvements and sought partition since a division in kind could notbe feasibly made. The court denied the right to partition since title to each tract wasvested in four different groups of individuals and no joint or common ownership

was involved.
23. Waldrop v. Bettis, 223 Ga. 715, 157 S.E.2d 870 (1967). This case involved a tenancyin common of equitable interest arising under an executory contract for the purchase

of land.
24. Crosby v. Crosby, 224 Ga. 109, 160 S.E.2d 362 (1968).
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A. Restrictive Covenants

The court restated, in Pritchett v. Vickery,2 5 the general principle that
"restrictions upon the use of private property are not favored, and any

claim that there are restrictions upon such use must be clearly established." 26

The plaintiff sought to enjoin the erection of a gasoline service station or

an office building in violation of a restrictive covenant prohibiting any

use except single family residential. The duration of the restriction was

in conflict; the plat showed January 1, 1965 as the termination date and

the recorded deed showed January 1, 1970. Since it was not clear on which

date the common grantor intended for the restriction to expire, it was

held that the plaintiff had not sustained the burden of proof resting upon

him and could not enforce the restriction after the earlier date.

The principle of strict construction was also applied in Columbia Valley

Recreation Center v. Massie2 7 where the installation of a swimming pool

was sought to be enjoined. The evidence was clear that the restrictions

applied only to definite lots shown on a recorded plat, with no general

scheme for their application to the entire neighborhood, and that they

did not cover the premises where the swimming pool was to be constructed.

In denying relief to the plaintiff, the court pointed out that the scope

of clearly limited restrictions could not be enlarged by oral representations

that they were intended to apply to all the property in the development.

B. Easements

It is elementary law that easements may be created expressly, arise by

implication or necessity, by dedication to public use, or by prescription.

The plaintiff, in Hasty v. Wilson28 alleged all of these methods in his

suit to enjoin the closing of an alley. The principal claim was based on

prescriptive user of the alley since 1937 by the plaintiff and his predeces-

sors in title. The court held that the allegations were insufficient to show

establishment of the private way by the other methods claimed, and de-

voted the greater part of its opinion to the matter of prescription.
It was held that the issues of fact should be decided by the jury rather

than by summary judgment. The court went on to state that the plaintiff

must bring himself strictly within the statutory requirements concerning

the acquisition of private ways, 29 that successive periods of prescriptive

user may be tacked, and that uninterrupted use during the prescriptive

period under a claim of right may be shown by acts or conduct inconsistent
with the true owner's title.

25. 223 Ga. 490, 156 S.E.2d 459 (1967).
26. Id. at 494, 156 S.E.2d at 462.
27. 223 Ga. 151, 154 S.E.2d 215 (1967).
28. 223 Ga. 739, 158 S.E.2d 915 (1967).
29. GA. CODE ANN. §83-112 (Rev. 1955).
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It is customary in subdivision developments for the common grantor
to divide a tract into lots, streets and alleys, and to sell lots by reference
to a recorded plat on which the lots, streets and alleys are indicated. In
two cases3 0 decided during the survey period, the court held that the
purchasers acquire private property rights in the streets and alleys of the
subdivision, and that the grantor and those claiming under such deeds are
estopped from denying the existence of easements created.

In Humphries v. Georgia Power Co.,3 1 the court relied on evidence of
usage since 1916 of a 100-foot strip to fix the width of an easement to
erect poles and string wires across the land of the servient owner, where
the original grant failed to set forth exact measurements for the right of
way. It was determined that the holder of the easement had the right to
replace poles, lines and insulators with heavier and larger equipment
since these actions would be merely changes in degree rather than in the
kind of use, and would not occupy an area beyond the previously acquired
easement.

Uddyback v. George32 deserves brief mention for its discussion of res
judicata as a defense to a suit to enjoin the defendant from interfering
with the use of a cemetery adjacent to defendant's land. Evidence showed
that the cemetery was established about 1896 and was used continuously
since then until the defendant plowed it, planted oats thereon, and re-
fused to allow its use for burial or visitation purposes. In a former proceed-
ing, the plaintiff's suit to enjoin the defendant from obstructing a private
way across defendant's land leading to the cemetery had been dismissed
by the court and relief denied. The court held that the dismissal of the
earlier proceeding was not res judicata to the present suit, since there
was no clear showing by the defendant of an identity of parties and causes
of action.

C. Surface Water

Turner v. Ross3 3 was an action for damages caused by the defendant's
grading and changing the natural flow of water from an adjacent lot so as
to increase the amount of water flowing on plaintiff's lot, causing damage
to his house of $6000. The jury awarded $2500 as damages, and defendant
appealed. The court held that the trial judge incorrectly charged the jury
that the measure of damages would be the diminution in market value
of the land caused by the injury. The opinion emphasized that the injury

30. Campbell v. Brock, 224 Ga. 16, 159 S.E.2d 409 (1968) (grantee entitled to injunctionagainst interference with 20 foot access area in real estate subdivision); Davis v. Cityof Valdosta, 223 Ga. 523, 156 S.E.2d 345 (1967) (owners of lots in subdivision mayenjoin continuing trespass by city on property which was platted as an alley between
their respective properties).

31. 224 Ga. 128, 160 S.E.2d 351 (1968).
32. 223 Ga. 311, 154 S.E.2d 577 (1967).
33. 115 Ga. App. 507, 154 S.E.2d 798 (1967.).
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was not to the land itself but to the improvements thereon, and that the

proper measure of damages in such case is the cost of restoring the im-
provements to their original condition, or their replacement cost or value.
The court also pointed out the diminution in value charge was also im-
proper since the plaintiff in open court had disclaimed any right to recover
for permanent diminution in value. But even under the diminution in
value test, the plaintiff could not recover more than $1200 since his own

testimony was "utterly inconsistent and self-contradictory" as to the damage

suffered, ranging from a low of $1200 to a high of $8000.
Where the county constructs and maintains a spillway and ditch along

a road which results in the periodic flooding of plaintiff's driveway and

carport, this amounts to a taking of property without compensation and
affords a cause of action for legal relief on the theory of a continuing
nuisance.3

4

D. Zoning

It is axiomatic that a zoning ordinance may be valid per se but arbi-
trary and unreasonable as applied to particular premises, and that a
determination of reasonableness must be made in the light of the facts of

each case. In Tuggle v. Manning5 the plaintiff alleged that a zoning
ordinance allowing only single-family residential use was unconstitutional
as it applied to him since it prohibited the only use for which his property
was reasonably suited, i.e., a shopping center. Plaintiff's petition went on
to allege that his land was situated in close proximity to other commercial,
apartment, religious and educational developments which economically
and practically prevented its use for single-family residences. The lower
court dismissed the petition but on appeal this was reversed by a divided
court, Chief Justice Duckworth and Judges Grice and Nichols dissenting.
The majority held that the allegations stated a cause of action since facts
were alleged to show that the zoning ordinance froze the property in its
present undeveloped condition and worked "a complete destruction of
plaintiff's valuable property rights .. .Without the payment of just com-
pensation therefor .... -36 The dissenting justices felt that the petition
merely stated legal conclusions without any basis in fact for the relief
sought.

In Norton Realty & Loan Co. v. City of Gainesville,37 the plaintiff pur-

chased land in reliance on a rezoning which allowed multi-family develop-
ment, but the area was subsequently rezoned for single-family use after
the plaintiff had expended over $75,000 in cash and development efforts.

34. DeKalb County v. McFarland, 223 Ga. 196, 154 S.E.2d 203 (1967).
35. 224 Ga. 29, 159 S.E.2d 703 (1968).
36. Id. at 31, 159 S.E.2d 706.
37. 224 Ga. 166, 160 S.E.2d 819 (1968).
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It was further alleged that the land purchased would be worthless and
economically unfeasible for single-family residences. The majority opinion,
with Judges Grice and Mobley dissenting, held that the petition stated
a cause of action and that it could not be said as a matter of law that
the plaintiff had no vested right in the continuation of the zoning allowing
multi-family use. The dissenting judges rejected any claim of a vested right
to a continuation of existing zoning merely because of reliance and ex-
penditures, and urged that the majority holding would thwart efforts to
rezone property.

Since judicial notice is not taken of city or county ordinances, zoning
ordinances adopted by the governing authority of a county are treated as
private statutes and must be alleged and proved as matters of fact.38

CONVEYANCING

The cases fall generally into the following categories: deeds, adverse
possession, rescission, reformation, and real estate contracts, and the dis-
cussion will follow these categories in the order listed.

A. Deeds

Several of the cases included in this category involved the sufficiency of
the description contained in the deed. In Donaldson v. Nichols 9 the prop-
erty sought to be conveyed was described as "commencing at the right hand
corner of the T. P. Donaldson property on street; thence about east, direc-
tion with slope of hill 200 feet; thence up the hill a southwestern direction
200 feet, making a tract of land 200 feet square." It was held that the
description was "utterly lacking in definiteness" since it failed to describe
any particular land or to furnish any key to the confines of the land
purportedly conveyed. The "right hand corner of the T. P. Donaldson
property on street" was too vague since that property was located at the
intersection of two streets, one of which is now abandoned. The further
description by courses was also too indefinite to identify any particular
tract of land. The court pointedly observed: "There are very few words
in our language more indefinite and uncertain in their meaning than the
words 'southerly,' 'easterly' and 'northerly'. ' 40 It was also held that this
void deed could not serve as color of title for the 7-year prescriptive period.

The deed in Barnes v. Barnes4 ' described the land as located in "the
4th land district of Appling County, containing 35 acres more or less of
lot number 22," and bounded on four sides by named adjoining land-
owners. This was held sufficient to make identification practicable, when
aided by extrinsic evidence of a plat of the lands of the grantor showing

38. Leger v. Ken Edwards Enterprises, 223 Ga. 536, 156 S.E.2d 651 (1967).
39. 223 Ga. 206, 154 S.E.2d 201 (1967).
40. Id. at 207, 154 S.E.2d at 202.
41. 224 Ga. 92, 160 S.E.2d 391 (1968).
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the 35 acre tract as being in land lot 22 and bounded as described in the
deed.

42

The well-settled rule that courses and distances yield to permanent
physical monuments, natural or artificial, was applied in Weathers Brothers
Transfer Co. v. Loyd.4 3 There the western boundary was given as the
right of way of the northeast expressway, and the southeast and southwest
comers were marked by iron pins. It was routinely held that the monu-
ments must prevail, whatever mistakes the deed may contain as to courses
and distances. 44

The concept of tort liability for procuring an injury to be done to an-
other was interestingly applied in Irvin v. Oliver.45 The grantor had
falsely represented to the purchaser the true dividing line between the
land conveyed and the lands of an adjoining owner. Subsequently the
purchaser in good faith entered upon the plaintiff's land and cut valuable
timber. It was held that the grantor had induced the commission of a
trespass and may be sued either alone or jointly with the actor.

Under our recording statute46 a subsequent grantee prevails over the
holder of a prior unrecorded instrument if he records first without notice
of the existence of the earlier deed. Price v. Watts4 7 involved a contest be-

tween a subsequent purchaser who recorded his deed on April 30, 1965,
and the grantee under an earlier deed to secure debt which was not re-
corded until July 19, 1965. It was held to be a question for the jury as
to whether the subsequent purchaser was placed on inquiry as to the
unrecorded deed to secure debt because he knew that his grantor had not
paid the purchase price. The court stated that "any circumstance which
would place a man of ordinary prudence fully upon his guard" 48 is suf-
ficient to constitute notice of a prior unrecorded deed.

B. Adverse Possession

Serritt v. Johnson49 was an ejectment proceeding, with the defense of

42. In Reid v. Wilkerson, 223 Ga. 751, 158 S.E.2d 241 (1967), a deed to secure debt
which described the land as "containing in the aggregate 186.5 acres more or less
lying in one body" and bounded on all four sides by lands of named owners, was
held to be a sufficient description.

43. 224 Ga. 157, 160 S.E.2d 346 (1968).
44. A similar result was reached in Roberts v. Williamson, 116 Ga. App. 553. 158 S.E.2d

294 (1967). In that case the land was described as bounded by a public highway
right of way, which was an arc with a 200-foot radius, instead of a straight line as
the parties believed at the time of the conveyance. The grantee constructed a res-
taurant and service station building which encroached on the right of way. The
grantor was held not liable for breach of general covenant of warranty, since the
boundary line of the land conveyed was the true line of the right of way wherever
it may be rather than where the parties mistakenly thought it was located.

45. 223 Ga. 193, 154 S.E.2d 217 (1967,). The court cited and relied on GA. CODE ANN.
§105-1207 (Rev. 1956).

46. GA. CODE ANN. §29-401 (Rev. 1952).
47. 223 Ga. 805, 158 S.E.2d 406 (1967).
48. Id. at 806, 158 S.E.2d at 407.
49. 223 Ga. 620, 157 S.E.2d 484 (1967).
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adverse possession being made by the defendant. By stipulation the case
was heard by the judge without a jury. The evidence clearly showed pos-
session of the disputed one-half acre tract by the defendant and his prede-
cessors in title for more than 20 years, and the making of extensive im-
provements thereon. The plaintiff contended that such possession was
permissive and could not be the foundation of prescription. It was held
that defendant's possession was based on a claim of right under an oral
contract of sale, and was a good defense to the suit in ejectment.

C. Recission

This subject is more appropriately treated in equity rather than real
property, but several of the more important cases will be briefly mentioned
here for the -sake of completeness.

The essential allegations for stating a cause of action for cancellation
were restated in several cases. The parties to the deed, or their representa-
tives, must be made parties to the action; 50 allegations in general terms
of great mental disparity between the parties and fraud on the part of the
grantee are insufficient without alleging facts showing the mental disparity
and the fraud;5 1 and where the evidence is conflicting as to mental in-
capacity and fraud, it is a question of fact for the jury.52

An allegation that the grantee "had no intention in the beginning" to
perform his oral promises made as inducement for the execution of the
deed sufficiently sets forth a cause of action for cancellation.55 Similarly,
where the grantor is induced to execute a deed to her home through the
conspiracy of the grantee and grantor's husband and their fraudulent
representation that the deed was only collateral for the husband's sup-
posed indebtedness to the grantee, the deed is void and rescission may be
had.54

In Nichols v. English,55 suit was brought on behalf of minor grantors to

50. Jackson v. Watts, 223 Ga. 70, 154 S.E.2d 195 (1967); Shepherd v. Frasier, 223 Ga.
874, 159 S.E.2d 58 (1968).

51. Titshaw v. Carnes, 224 Ga. 57, 159 S.E.2d 420 (1968). The petition alleged that the
grantor, in ill health, 70 years old, and incapable of managing his property, exe-
cuted two warranty deeds to the defendant during the pendency of guardianship
proceedings of which the defendant had knowledge. A guardian was appointed about
two weeks later, and brought suit for rescission. The court held, two justices dis-
senting, that the petition did not state a cause of action because (1) it failed to
allege facts showing disparity of mental ability and (2) fraud was alleged in general
terms only, i.e., there was no allegation that the grantor lacked, and the grantee
knew he lacked, mental capacity to execute the deeds

52. Williams v. Williams, 223 Ga. 374, 155 S.E.2d 383 (1967). (Here the grantor executed
three separate deeds to the same tract of land to grantee while allegedly intoxicated
and induced by statements that the grantee was his daughter, grantee's motion for
summary judgment properly denied).

53. Nixon v. Brown, 223 Ga. 579, 157 S.E.2d 20 (1967). A similar result was reached in
Cowart v. Gay, 223 Ga. 635, 157 S.E.2d 466 (1967), involving the recission of a lease
for lessee's inceptive fraud, i.e., failure to perform in lease coupled with present
intention not to perform.

54. Hefier v. Hall, 223 Ga. 148, 154 S.E.2d 197 (1967).
55. 223 Ga. 227, 154 S.E.2d 239 (1967).
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rescind a warranty deed executed by them. One grantor was seventeen,

the other nineteen years of age at the time of execution of the deed. The

grantees had asked their mother if they were of legal age and she replied

that they were. There was evidence that the infant grantors were present

at the time this statement was made and that they made no denial. The

court held it was a question of fact for the jury as to whether the grantors

heard their mother's representation and whether their silence amounted

to an estoppel. A minor may be estopped to repudiate his conveyance if

he "has arrived at those years of discretion when a fraudulent intent could

be reasonably imputed to him." 56 The trial court's charge on estoppel

was correct, as was his refusal to direct a verdict in favor of the infant
grantors.

Griggs v. Dodson5 7 involved a conveyance to defendant under an agree-

ment for the exchange of property in making an equitable division of an

estate to the heirs. The grantor accepted $250 from the defendant and a

deed to certain property in exchange, but later became dissatisfied and

sought a recission of the original conveyance made by him. It was held

that his acceptance of property in exchange for that conveyed by him

without offering to restore the benefits received thereunder was a bar to

recission or to recover damages for timber cut by the defendant. The

remainder of the opinion dealt with agency questions of ratification and

estoppel. The grantor was semiliterate, his brother had signed the deed

without authority to do so, and the grantor died some nineteen months
later.

In Development Corp. of Georgia v. West 5s the purchaser sued for money

had and received by the vendor under a contract for the sale of land,

alleging that the vendor had consented to rescission by his refusal to

convey. It was held recission must be an accomplished fact as of the time

of filing a suit for money had and received, and that the vendor's failure

to perform was not tantamount to his consent to recission where time was

not of the essence of the contract. Under such circumstances it must be

alleged that the purchaser had given the vendor notice to perform within

a reasonable time or else be deemed to have consented to recission.

D. Reformation

It is hornbook law that reformation may be granted where there is

a mistake on one side and fraud on the other. Three years after the con-

veyance, the grantee brought suit for reformation of a deed based on the
grantor's misrepresentation of the boundaries of the premises. 59 The de-

scription in the deed omitted a portion of the tract which the grantor's

56. Id. at 229, 154 S.E.2d at 240.
57. 223 Ga. 164, 154 S.E.2d 252 (1967).
58. 116 Ga. App. 768, 159 S.E.2d 94 (1967).
59. Bonner v. Cotton, 223 Ga. 843, 159 S.E.2d 61 (1968).
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brother had fraudulently represented was to be included, and which the
grantee thought she was buying. There was evidence that the grantee exer-
cised reasonable diligence, and could not check the description in the
deed against the plat because the proposed streets shown on the plat did
not exist at the time. A jury verdict granting reformation to the grantee
was affirmed on appeal.60

E. Real Estate Contracts

Only four cases, three involving real estate brokers and one dealing
with specific performance, were discovered. There is nothing new or
especially significant about any of them. For example, it was routinely
decided that the broker is entitled to his commission if he is the "efficient
procuring cause of the sale" even though the owner reserves the right to
make direct sales himself in the original exclusive listing agreement 6' and
that the broker's failure to allege that he has a license to do business in
Georgia renders his suit for commissions subject to general demurrer. 62

Williams v. Northside Realty Associates6 3 held that an action for breach
of contract could not be converted into one in tort because of the broker's
failure to exercise due care in protecting a deposit. The broker accepted
a $5,000 check as earnest money from a prospective purchaser under an
agreement that he would hold the check until informed that it would
clear. The seller was not informed of this arrangement. The court held
that there was no breach of contract shown, but intimated that the broker
might have been liable in tort for negligence.

In Hall v. Heard64 the purchaser sought specific performance of an
option contract to buy land. The only issue was whether there was a valid
tender by him, or a waiver by the seller. The decision held that the pur-
chaser's proposal to pay by check when he admittedly did not have suf-
ficient funds on deposit to cover it was not a valid tender. 65

LANDLORD AND TENANT

An oral lease is valid for one year, and thereafter becomes a tenancy
at will, terminable upon sixty days notice.6 6 Often the lessee relies on acts

60. GA. CODE ANN. §37-703 (Rev. 1962) was relied upon in the opinion. The court
stressed that a misrepresentation as to boundaries was different from other mis-
representations as to title, contents of the deed, quality, value and conditions of the
land, insofar as reliance by the grantee is concerned.

61. Matthews v. Tucker Real Estate Co., 116 Ga. App. 214, 156 S.E.2d 669 (1967).
62. Minner v. Childs, 116 Ga. App. 272, 157 S.E2d 50 (1967)'. The court relied on GA.

CODE ANN. §84-1413 (Rev. 1955).
63. 116 Ga. App. 253, 157 S.E.2d 166 (1967).
64. 223 Ga. 659, 157 S.E.2d 445 (1967).
65. The proposal to pay by a draft to be drawn to purchaser by his sister and to pay

by check of a third person for lease of peanut allotment were also held not valid
tenders. The opinion also held there is no waiver of tender by the seller unless he,
by declaration or conduct, proclaims that if tender should be made, it would be
refused.

66. GA. CODE ANN. §§61-102, 105 (Rev. 1966).
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of past performance to remove the bar of the statute of frauds. This was

the case in Moon v. Stone Mountain Memorial Association67 where it was

only agreed that the lessee would install and maintain coin-operated

telescopes at Stone Mountain Memorial Park for a period of ten years

and receive 50 per cent of the gross proceeds. This agreement was later

reduced to writing but was never signed by the lessor. The lessee pur-

chased eight telescopes and these remained in operation on the premises
for one year, when they were removed at the request of the lessor. The
court concluded that the acts of past performance must be "duties and

obligations imposed upon the tenant by the terms of the contract,"68 thus

making a distinction between expenditures made in reliance on a contract

and expenditures made pursuant to an obligation under a contract.
In holding for the lessor, the court determined that the purchase, main-

tenance and removal of the telescopes was not required by the terms of
the lease, and that performance by the lessee of such independent acts not

required by the terms of the contract would not be sufficient to constitute
past performance.

Two decisions dealt with the relationship between the landlord and

sub-lessees and assignees. Where the tenant is granted exclusive possession
of the boundary and parking right and expressly permitted to sublet, the

sublessee may enjoin the landlord from a continuing trespass and require
removal of a fence erected by the lessor along the boundary of the premises
covered by the lease. 69 Conversely, where the tenant having only a usufruct
assigns or sublets, the landlord may elect to treat the sublessee or assignee
as his immediate tenant. In Leftwich v. Liberty Loan Corp.70 the landlord
refused to accept the assignee as a tenant at will, and notified him that he
"would be bound by the terms and conditions of the original lease." The

assignee remained on the premises from June 1962 to November 1962 and
paid the monthly rental; before giving notice that it would vacate on'

December 1. The landlord stated it would hold the assignee "under the
original lease" to the rental payments for the remainder of the term. The
court held that privity of contract existed between the landlord and the
assignee and that the latter was liable as tenant under the terms of the
original lease.

To prevent eviction under a summary dispossessory proceeding, the

tenant is required by statute to file a counter-affidavit and tender a bond
with good security.7 1 In Williams v. Housing Authority of the City of

Atlanta72 the tenant urged that this requirement violated the due process

67. 223 Ga. 696, 157 S.E.2d 461 (1967).
68. Id. at 699, 157 S.E.2d at 463.
69. Davis v. Blum's, Inc., 223 Ga. 790, 158 S.E.2d 410 (1967).
70. 116 Ga. App. 799, 159 S.E.2d 142 (1967).
71. GA. CODE ANN. §61-303 (Rev. 1966).
72. 223 Ga. 407, 155 S.E.2d 923 (1967).
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and equal protection clauses of the fourteenth amendment because it de-
prived the tenant of judicial review of his defenses by reason of his poverty.
The court refused to decide the constitutional issue because the tenant
had remained in possession without filing the required bond under a
temporary restraining order issued by the United States District Court,
and had an opportunity to present all the defenses that could have been
presented had the bond been filed. The court relied on the familiar maxim
that constitutional questions will not be decided where a determination is
not necessary to a decision in the case.

In two remaining cases, it was held that statutes authorizing the issuance
of dispossessory or distress warrants must be strictly construed,73 and that
an appeal from a summary judgment is premature where the tenant's
cross-action alleging the landlord's breach of lease is still pending.74

Travelodge Corp. v. Carwen Realty Co. 7 5 was an ejectment action against
a lessee under a 49-year lease who built a swimming pool on land which
its lessor did not own but which the lessor hoped to purchase in the future.
The pool was completed at a cost of $15,000. The trial judge's directed
verdict for the plaintiff was affirmed on appeal, the court viewing the
lessee as a victim of its own "credulity and negligence," there being no

-fraud or basis for estoppel.
The lessee may not be ousted from possession on the hearing of an

application for an interlocutory injunction to restrain the lessee from an
illegal operation of the leased premises. The lessee may be ousted only
upon a final adjudication that the lessor has the right to declare the lease
forfeited.76

A final case 77 examined the landlord's liability in tort for injuries sus-
tained by the collapse of a porch which occurred five days after the tenant
had taken possession. Under the lease the tenant was given exclusive con-
trol and the landlord was relieved of any duty of inspection. The tenant
was to report any defective condition which the landlord was required to
repair. The landlord had agreed to repair certain separate and indepen-
dent defects in the front and back porches, but nothing appeared wrong
in the area of collapse, and heavy furniture was moved across this area
when the tenant occupied the premises.

The court held that the landlord was entitled to summary judgment,
and that he is not liable for injuries caused by latent defects existing at

73. Brown v. Cobb Federal Savings & Loan Assn., 116 Ga. App. 766, 158 S.E.2d 925 (1967),
(the deputy clerk of Civil and Criminal Court of Cobb County had no authority to

administer oaths or issue dispossessory or distress warrants).
74. Passmore v. Truman & Smith Institute, 116 Ga. App. 803, 159 S.E.2d 92 (1967),

(not a final judgment as long as tenant's claim remains pending in the trial court).
75. 223 Ga. 821, 158 S.E.2d 378 (1967).
76. Oliver v. Forshee, 224 Ga. 200, 160 S.E.2d 828 (1968).
77. Tribble v. Sommers, 115 Ga. App. 847, 156 S.E.2d 130 (1967).
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the time of the lease "unless he actually knew, or by the exercise of ordi-

nary care might otherwise have known, of their existence."7 8

CHURCH PROPERTY

Of widespread interest from both property and constitutional perspec-

tives is the decision of the Georgia Supreme Court concerning the juris-

diction of civil courts to determine property rights where a local church

withdraws from the general church.79 Two Savannah Churches withdrew

from the Presbyterian Church in the United States on the claim that the

general church had departed from the beliefs and tenets which it proclaimed

at the time the local churches were established. The withdrawing churches

sought to enjoin the parent organization from interfering with their ex-

clusive control and use of local church properties.
Evidence of alleged departures by the general church from its traditional

doctrines was submitted to the jury, and a verdict and judgment was ren-
dered in favor of the local churches. On appeal, the Georgia Supreme
Court held that civil courts will protect property rights "against wrongful

diversion" where the general church substantially departs from the tenets
of faith and practice which existed when the local churches affiliated with
the parent organization. The court conceded that the "doctrine of freedom
of religion and separation of church and state carries with it freedom of

the church from having its doctrines or beliefs defined, interpreted, or

censored by civil courts"80 but went on to say that civil courts would
protect property rights from being devoted to purposes "utterly foreign."
The decision expressly overruled an earlier case 8' that required "complete

abandonment" and adopted a new test of "substantial departure."
The United States Supreme Court has granted certiorari for the purpose

of determining whether this decision violates the freedom of religion
clause of the first amendment.8 2

LEGISLATION

The 1968 session of the General Assembly enacted six pieces of legisla-
tion in the field ot real property law. The most important was a compre-
hensive statute to foster the conservation and reclamation of natural re-
sources in surface mining operations. The act, entitled the "Georgia Sur-
face Mining Act of 1968 ''83 created an eleven-member Surface Mined Land

Use Board as an autonomous division of the Department of Mines, Mining

78. Id. at 850, 156 S.E.2d at 132.
79. Presbyterian Church in the U.S. v. Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church, 224 Ga. 61,

159 S.E.2d 690 (1968).
80. Id. at 68, 159 S.E.2d at 695.
81. Mack v. Kime, 129 Ga. 1, 58 S.E. 184 (1907).
82. Presbyterian Church in the U.S. v. Mary Elizabeth Blue Hull Memorial Presbyterian

Church, 392 U.S. 903. Ed. Note: The decision of the Supreme Court has been sub-
sequently handed down. U.S ----- 37 L. W. 4107 (1969).

83. Ga. Laws, 1968, p. 9.
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and Geology. It requires operators of surface mining firms to apply for
an annual license, submit a mined use plan providing for the reclamation
of the affected land, and file a bond with surety. The Board is empowered
to pass upon such license applications, revoke licenses, forfeit the bonds
of operators who refuse to carry out their reclamation plans, and to con-
duct research studies of mined land uses.

The remaining new legislation is of collateral interest only. Deeds of
gift from governmental agencies and non-profit public corporations, and
leasehold interests in standing timber, were exempt from the tax on transfer
of real property interests.84 The recordation of mortgages and deeds to
secure debt on property of railroads and public utilities was expanded to
include telephone and electric power companies.85 An eight-year statute
of limitation was provided for recovery of damages for deficiencies in con-
nection with improvements to real property or for personal injury or
wrongful death arising therefrom, the period commencing to run "after
substantial completion of such an improvement."86

Another statute 7 provided new procedures for the registration of liens
on realty and personal property for United States internal revenue taxes,
in conformity with the requirements provided by Federal law.88

A final act,8 9 applicable only to counties having a population in excess
of 500,000, increased the required three-day notice to tenants holding over
to six days before execution of a warrant for eviction may issue.
84. Ga. Laws, 1968, p. 1102, amending GA. CODE ANN. §92-801 (Supp. 1967).85. Ga. Laws, 1968, p. 1150, amending GA. CODE ANN. §67-108.1 (Rev. 1967).
86. Ga. Laws, 1968, p. 127.
87. Ga. Laws, 1968, p. 561 striking GA. CODE ANN. §67-26 (Rev. 1967) in its entirely

and substituting new statutory provisions.
88. INT. REv. CODE of 1954 §6323.
89. Ga. Laws, 1968, p. 1215, amending GA. CODE ANN. §61-306 (Rev. 1966).
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